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ABSTRACT 
Conservation equations relating to energy and zilch have recently been genera- 
lized to systems of n partial differential equations in n vector-variables. Conditions 
governing the existence of generalized energy and zilch have been derived. The 
present investigation extends these concepts to embrace anisotropic conditions, in 
which 2n vector-variables are related by their curls and time derivatives. Anisotropic 
symmetric constitutive relations are given, and a search is made for conditions under 
which reciprocity exists when the reciprocity flux density is expressed in vector 
product form. The construction of the zilch then rests upon the solution of certain 
matrix equations, with unknown symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices to be found 
that contain as many arbitrary constant elements as possible. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Maxwell’s equations in free space (with unnecessary constants omitted), 
curlE=-aH 
at ’ 
divE=O, 
curlH= aE 
at ’ 
divH=O, 
are known to yield both energy and zilch forms; namely, identities of the 
form 
E2 + &Hz) + div(E//H) = 0, 
exist, the former relating to energy density and flux and the latter to zilch 
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density and flux. The latter cannot be derived from the former by 
differentiating with respect to time. Lipkin [l], Dowker [2], Kibble [3] and 
Broer [4] have considered the subject physically, while Heading [5, 61 has 
considered the basic reason for the existence of the energy and zilch in 
systems of n simultaneous partial differential equations involving curls and 
time derivatives, showing that the set of n characteristic roots of the system 
matrix must include at least one pair of roots of the form A, -A, both of 
non-zero multiplicity. 
On the other hand, if we write 
av2 
curlw,= - at, 
av1 
curlw,= at, 
with the given anisotropic relationships vi =Miwi, va= M,w, (M, and Ma 
being symmetric square constant matrices), then 
div(w,//w,)=w,.curlw,-w,.curlw, 
% 3 vi =_w ._-w .- 
2 at 1 at 
awz aw, = -w’M - _w’M _ 
2 2 at l 1 at 
= - $ ( gw;M2w2 + iw;M,w,), 
(since x’My = y’Mx, M being symmetric), where a prime denotes the trans- 
pose. Thus in this case an energy density exists of the form &(w;M,w,+ 
wkM,w,). The question arises as to whether zilch densities can be con- 
structed for this and for more generalized systems of anisotropic equations. 
A special case must first be disposed of, in which all the matrices M, are 
proportional to a particular symmetric matrix M. 
2. SPECIAL CASE 
We commence with the given set of 2n simultaneous partial differential 
equations 
aV. 
curlw,=a -! 
y at ’ 
divv, = 0, 
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summation from 1 to n being implied for repeated indices. Here, w, and v, 
are vectors in three dimensional space. 
It is given that vi = M,wj, where the M, denote n symmetric constant 
matrices of order 3. Initially we dispose of a particular case by postulating 
that M, = e,M, where M is a symmetric constant matrix and e, denote n 
scalar constants. 
The coordinates xi, x,, x, arranged as a row matrix x’ E (xi x2 xs) give 
rise to the two operators 
a/ax, 
1 I 1 
0 -a/ax, a/ax, 
ox= a/ax, , V,= a/ax, 0 -a/ax, . 
a/ax, - a/ax, a/ax, 0 I 
We note that curl w, = Vrw,, divv, = v:v,, 
The transformed coordinates y’ E ( y1 yz y-J are obtained from 
(x1 x2 x3) by means of an orthogonal rotation of axes; they are specified 
by x= Ay, A being an orthogonal matrix. vz and V,, being tensors of order 
one and two respectively, are transformed by the relations 
vx- A,,, v,=nv,a 
(see page 202 of the author’s book [7]). 
We denote the characteristic roots of M by 4, and form the orthogonal 
matrix A by placing the corresponding normalized characteristic vectors side 
by side. Then NMA=D, the diagonal matrix containing the roots in order 
down the leading diagonal. 
Introducing the change of variable w, = Au,, we obtain 
or 
V,Au, = aire,MA;4, 
A’V,Au, = a,! efiM.Aiq 
= aqe,Di+, 
summation also being extended over the triply repeated suffix j. Hence 
V pi = b,,D;i, 
where aver = 4 ( no summation over the i is involved in the term aitet), 
Moreover, 
0 = O:V, a QA’Mw, = $A’MAu, 
= v;Du,, (3) 
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where we shall regard Eqs. (2) and (3) as expressed in standard form. 
In order to transform the matrix B = (b,,) into canonical form, we regard 
the vectorial terms VYui and Du, as forming two column matrices with 
vectorial elements, VYu and Du, say. Then V,,u = BDk Let B be reduced to 
canonical form by the matrix T, namely T-iBT= A, where A is the Jordan 
canonical form. Hence 
It is easy to see that T-l 
matrix D, so 
commutes with tbe operator V, and with the 
VyT-l~=ADT-li. 
We now introduce the new column f consisting of the n vectors f,, fs, . . . ,f, 
by the relation u=Tf, yielding 
VYf, = AD& 
Moreover, from Eq. (3), we note that v;Df* = 0 for all i. For convenience we 
shall now write Df, as g,. 
3. RECIPROCITY RELATIONS 
A reciprocity relation may now be formed when the characteristic roots 
of B include at least one particular pair of values + q. If these two values are 
non-repeated, we have the particular equations 
Vyf1= 4klS djg1= 0, 
V&-l= -q&-1, v;g_,=o, 
(4 
where we denote the two f s concerned by the suffixes 1 and - 1. The 
original fields u* involved in f, may be distinct from the fields involved in 
f _ 1, since the two equations in f, and f_ 1 are non-simultaneous. Consider the 
expression 
(5) 
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where a lower case vector (such as f) and a capital matrix (such as F) are 
related by 
where F is equivalent to the vector product operator f,. 
Since Eq. (4) may be expressed as 
a 
-‘at Vi, 
0 
_g 
1 
it follows that only the terms in (5) with the subscript 
differentiated. The matrix product yields the two expressions 
- q$g;f-i+o;Fif_i. 
-9&g;G_,+.;(g,f,+F,G_,), 
where terms with subscript 1 are not differentiated. 
- 1 need be 
(6) 
(7) 
Using the fact that g;f_, =f;Df_,= f;g_,, we note that the expression (6) 
equals, in vector notation, 
ag-1 -9f,* - at +divY(f,Af_,)=f,*curlyf_,+(-f,curlyf_,)=O, 
since f, is not involved in the differentiation. The expression (7) equals 
-9(gAJ$) +‘;[g,e,+g_,f;-(f;g_,)I]=(g,Acurlyf_,)’+g;vye, 
+ 6 - o&(f;g_ JI 
=giAcurl,f-r+ (gr*vJf-i -gr=$&~g-,) (as a column) 
= 0, 
by the identity 
+‘q)‘PA(V-/q) +qA(vAp)+ (P”)q+ (Q’V)P* 
with p constant. 
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The expression (5) therefore yields the reciprocity relations 
4&g,.f_,=divy(f,Af_,), 
(8) 
where all the vectors now share in the differentiation, different fields 
appearing in vectors with subscript 1 than in those with subscript - 1. 
4. ENERGY AND ZILCH 
If the same fields are employed in all vectors, generalized energy relations 
result, the quantities on the left being time derivatives of the generalized 
energy densities. The derivatives of these energy conservation laws with 
respect to time are 
+g-l~;-(k;g_,+f;g-l)I], (9) 
a dot denoting, as usual, a time derivative. 
From Eq. (4), we may *replace f, and g, by fi and gi, respectively (and 
similarly f_ i and g_, by f_, and g-i), these new fields also satisfying the 
field equations. 
From Eq. (8) we then conclude that 
~$gi~f_,=div,,fi//f_i, 
q&&Ag-, =div,[~~e~+g_,P-(~~g_,)I]. 
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Subtraction yields 
4~(g,,f_,-g,.i_,)=div~(~~~f_,-f,Af-li’ (10) 
q$(&Ag_, -giAg-i)=div,[ gif, +g_,fi’-g,fL,-g-if; 
-(i;g-,-f;g_,)I]* (11) 
These zilch relations (when the same fields are used in all vectors) are 
distinct from those derived from (8) by differentiation, namely results (9), 
and in fact they cannot be obtained from the energy conservation laws (8) by 
differentiation. 
In particular, the zilch densities may be expressed in terms of the original 
vectors. Thus (10) yields 
4( SIG- I/ - siis-ii)%vflet3 (12) 
where (s,~)ES~T-~. 
Similarly, as a column, the zilch density (11) becomes 
q(glAg_l_g,A~-1)=q(DI;ADf-,-Df,ADf,) 
= ~(sHs-~~+s~~s-~,)D~~~Du~. 
Now 
D%/\Du, = DA’+, r\DA’w, 
= A’Ml;v, AA’Mw, 
=A’+,//Kv,/eiei 
=N(+i/\vi)/e,el (property of vector 
products under an orthogonal transformation) 
= (ii Avi)‘W qe, considered as a row. 
The A is now taken to the right hand side of (11) where it cancels with a 
corresponding A. This now leaves 
&s-i1 + slts-iO+A+4e~~ (IS) 
representing generalized zilch density components, 
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5. THE GENERAL CASE 
Having examined this particular case, we now consider the general case in 
which the M’s are not proportional to each other. Following the author’s 
paper [5] on certain general forms of isotropic zilch, we seek to construct a 
zilch in vector product form based on the non-proportional symmetric 
matrices M,. When vi =Mjwj (summation not implied), the n curl equations 
take the form 
curl w, = qM,$ 
where summation extends over the triply repeated index i. 
We denote a particular element of a matrix by two suffices following a 
stroke thus: 
and a particular component of a vector wi by w/,~. A Latin index will run 
from 1 to n and a Greek one from 1 to 3. When summation does not take 
place for a lower case Latin symbol, the symbol is changed to the corre- 
sponding capital letter. It follows that 
(CurlW,)/c? = o&/,&/3~ (14) 
with summation over j and p. 
Consider the possible reciprocity flux density X*,x,//y,, where xi and yr 
are two solutions-of Eq, (14). If the Xii are constant~‘coefficients, 
div(X,x,/jyi)=X~i(yi*curlx,-x,~~urlyf) 
= X,i[Yi,,(c~lx,),,-x,/,(c~lYt)/,] 
= XijYj/rraikMk/c&k/fi - XifXi/aajkMk/uB~k/P’ 
This may be rearranged as the time derivative of a product, namely 
if 
& (X,,a,kMk,,BYl,uXk,p), 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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where in the second sum occurring in (15) we have interchanged the suffices 
thus: i+k, k+j, j+i, (Y+P, /?+a. 
Replacing x by w and y by w, we obtain 
div( Xjiwi/\wJ = -& ( Xiiui,M,,,B~k,P\i;.,.). (18) 
If we replace both x and y by w, we obtain 
(19) 
Xiiwi//wi represents a generalized flw density. The time derivative of this 
flux density is Xiji,//wl+ Xiiw,Awfi’ and taken with (18) it is obvious that 
each separate part Xijwi//wf and X,rw,//wi satisfies a conservation equation. 
The sum and difference of these two parts satisfy conservation equations. 
The sum is 
X~,~Jbvi + Xp)A\\iv, =( X,f - Xrf)~Jbj, (20) 
the expression in parentheses being a skew-symmetric matrix. This is known 
as a derived generalized energy flux density. The difference is 
X&/jWi - xiiwir\w* = (x,, + xri)w,Awi’ (21) 
the expression in parentheses being a symmetric matrix. Expression (21) 
represents the generalized zilch flux density. 
Comparing these definitions with (18), we see that this is a conservation 
law for zilch when Xii is symmetric, and for derived energy when Xir is 
skew-symmetric. When Xii is symmetric, the left hand side of (19) obviously 
vanishes identically, so the existence of zilch demands that one of the w’s be 
differentiated. 
6. CONDITIONS FOR ENERGY AND ZILCH 
With these definitions, the construction of generalized energy and zilch 
depends upon the existence of elements X,i satisfying Eq. (17). 
When the matrix Xii is symmetric. Equation (17) really constitutes a large 
number of equations designated by variations in i, k, a and /3. When j = k, 
(22) 
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since the M’s are given as symmetric. This implies that 
since X,t is symmetric. 
Xx, a, = 0, 
When i# k, we are assuming that MklaB is not related to M,,,,, so from 
(17) we must have 
X/, a,, = X, air = 0. 
Overall, we conclude that 
XA=O, (23) 
where X is symmetric and A is a given matrix. Can any X be found satisfying 
this condition? 
When the matrix X,r is skew-symmetric. When i= k Eq. (22) is now an 
identity; the term X,,a,, may have any arbitrary value. But when /#k, we 
must still have +,aik = 0, X&a,, = 0, namely 
XA = an arbitrary diagonal matrix. (24 
As far as Maxwell’s equations are concerned, 
it may be checked immediately that no symmetric matrix X exists such that 
XA=O. But when 
xc0 --, 
i i x 0 
the product XA is diagonal. Hence there exists an anisotropic energy but not 
an anisotropic zilch of the form under examination, according to the result 
(I). 
7. THE GENERAL CASE WHEN X IS SYMMETRIC 
Let the matrix A be of order n and rank r, so arranged that the first T 
columns are independent. We write 
A= (ci cs - - - c, d,+i . - - d,), 
where d ?+i,. . . , d” are linear combinations of the independent columns 
ci ,*.., c,. 
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We form an orthogonal matrix A from the elements of A by the following 
process. 
Normalize ci; denote this column by k,. 
Let k,=ark,+&cs, so that k,*k,=O, ke*b=l. 
Let k3=~skl+&~+ysc3, so that k3.ki=k3+ks=0, ks.ks=l, and so on 
up to k,. 
By this means, k,,. .., k, are r mutually orthogonal normalized columns. 
We insert n - r further mutually orthogonal normalized columns p,+ i, . . . , p,, 
chosen to be also orthogonal to k,, . . . , k,. These additional columns will 
contain t(n - r)(n - r - 1) arbitrary elements. 
These additional columns are certainly orthogonal to cia k,. Since they 
are orthogonal to k, = ~y.+i + ,BZcZ, they are also orthogonal to cs. Generally, 
the additional columns are orthogonal to all the columns of A. We define the 
orthogonal matrix A to be 
A=(k, k, ..a 
The product A’A equals 
n’A= 
k; 
. . . 
k: 0 p:+i . . . P:, . . 
k, P,+1 *** PA 
.d,)= 
Q2 . . : 
k;cs . . . 
0 . . . 
We now construct a symmetric matrix X possessing T zero characteristic 
roots and n - r arbitrary roots, such that X is transformed to diagonal form 
by this matrix A. In other words, 
ADA’ = x, 
where D denotes the diagonal matrix consisting of the roots 
0 ,...,O,Xl+r,...,h, in order. From (25) it follows that 
or 
DA’A = 0, 
ADA’A = 0, 
namely XA = 0, where X = ADA’. We have therefore constructed a sym- 
metric matrix X satisfying the requirement (23). Moreover, X contains a 
number of arbitrary elements arising through the choice of A and D. 
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If the system matrix A is non-singular, r= n. D is then the null matrix, and 
the process of construction yields no symmetric matrix X and hence no forms 
of zilch. 
8. THE GENERAL CASE WHEN X IS 
SKEW-SYMMETRIC, AND OF ODD ORDER 
A skew-symmetric matrix of odd order is singular. The requirement (24) 
implies, for the first column in A, 
4 
0 
xc,= . 
. . . 
0 
This is possible only when d, = 0. Hence the condition reduces to XA = 0. 
We employ the theorem that states that a skew-symmetric matrix may be 
transformed to canonical form by an orthogonal matrix, the canonical form 
containing principal sub-matrices of the form 0 a 
( )- -a 0 
The process described in Sec. 7 is again employed, except that D is 
replaced by C, where r zeros are placed as before down the leading diagonal. 
If n - r is even, g( n - r) sub-matrices of the form ’ a 
i 1 
are used, while 
-a 0 
fdiifo;;ts z;t2 4 (n - r - 1) such sub-matrices are used together with an 
Then X= ACA’ enables a generalized energy to be constructed. 
9. THE GENERAL CASE WHEN X IS 
SKEW-SYMMETRIC, AND OF EVEN ORDER 
det X is not now identically zero. If exceptionally, det X= 0, the construc- 
tion process of Sec. 8 must be used. But if det X#O, a distinct construction 
process is necessary. The two cases when n =2 and 4 are well known, 
namely 
(-“, i)( -“, :)=( -y -:a)’ 
( -H ;)( _; ;)=( -“b’ -,,ii,J 
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We use the identity that XX- ‘D = D, where D is an arbitrary diagonal 
matrix. Hence A must be of the form X- ‘D, namely a non-singular skew 
matrix multiplied on its right by a diagonal matrix. If E is diagonal, AE is 
inspected by choosing e, = 1, and ea, . , . , e,, so that the first row of AE equals 
minus the first column (zero elements in A permitting); AE may then be 
inspected immediately for skew symmetry. 
Hence if (A( #O, no generalized anisotropic zilch is produced, but genera- 
lized energy forms are produced if A is of this particular form. However, 
energy and zilch exist when rank A< n-the smaller the rank, the greater 
being the abundance of forms for energy and zilch. 
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